
 	
Bars Criteria 

10sec support hold with 
good form 

- Arms straight 
- Legs together 
- Legs straight 
- Thumbs over bar 

Bent knee swings with 
regrip 
 
Remember to spot wrist 

- Can achieve regrip on own 
- Regrip at correct time 
- Regripping both hands at the same time 
- Regripping in a dish shape 

10sec chin up hold with 
feet on 60cm box 

- Chin above bar 
- Legs straight 

Forward roll to pike, feet 
at bar (bottom on 
ground) 

- Roll slow and controlled 
- Arms straight during ‘hang’ phase 
- Legs finishing at or near bar 
- Legs straight 

Beam Criteria 

Walking with straight 
legs (point, step) 

- Legs straight 
- Point, step action clear 

Relevé half turn - Legs straight 
- Relevé high 
- Arms down and back 

Tuck handstand (bunny 
hop) toes to above 
horizontal 

- Toes reach shoulder height 
- Feet land on beam 
- Kicks up with both legs 

Straight jump to point 
toes (on beam) 

- Stays on the beam 
- Toes point 
- Feet starting/finishing one in front of the other 

 

  



 
Floor  Criteria 

Fwd roll down wedge to 
stand 

- Hands turned in 
- Arms straight 
- Head tucked in 

Bwd roll down wedge to 
feet 

- Arms straight 
- Lands on feet 
- Starts with ears covered 

L handstand - Top leg reaching vertical 
- Takes off and lands on same leg 

Box, mini tramp, crash 
mat - straight jump 

- Immediate jump off mini tramp 
- Straight legs in jump 
- Holds motorbike landing for 3sec 

Phys Prep Criteria 

5sec front support 
shape  

- Shoulders over hands 
- Back round 
- Hips below chest 

5sec superhero - Arms straight and in front 
- Legs together 
- Knees not touching ground 

5sec dish shape  - Head or shoulders off ground 
- Lower back touching ground 

5sec bridge - Open shoulder angle 
- Straight arms 
- Arms within shoulder width 
- Legs within shoulder width 

 


